Scientists play an important role in framing public engagement with science. Their language can facilitate or impede particular interactions taking place with particular citizens: scientists' "speech acts" can "perform" different types of "scientific citizenship". This paper examines how scientists in Australia talked about therapeutic cloning during interviews and during the 2006 parliamentary debates on stem cell research. Some avoided complex labels, thereby facilitating public examination of this field. Others drew on language that only opens a space for publics to become educated, not to participate in a more meaningful way. Importantly, public utterances made by scientists here contrast with common international utterances: they did not focus on the therapeutic but the research promises of therapeutic cloning. Social scientists need to pay attention to the performative aspects of language in order to promote genuine citizen involvement in techno-science. Speech Act Theory is a useful analytical tool for this. 
Speech acts and performances of scientific citizenship; examining how scientists talk about therapeutic cloning
Introduction: Engagement and scientific citizenship
Scholars from the critical or constructivist Public Understanding of Science tradition (cPUS) have been calling for public engagement in science, including public shaping of research agendas 1 . These calls have been taken up unevenly by governments and other sponsors of science-public interactions (e.g. see Irwin, 2006; Hagendijk and Irwin, 2006; Felt et al., 2009; Kurath and Gisler, 2009 ). There is a therefore a need to continue investigating public engagement, in particular where some voices are marginalised, whilst others are given great authority.
To do this social scientists, following Irwin's call, have started to examine how "scientific citizens" are constituted --that is which kind of person is constructed as appropriate for public discussions and/or decision-making about techno-science (Irwin, 2001: 15) . For instance, some science-public event organisers are shown to specifically seek out "open-minded" and "innocent" members of the public, rather than those with established opinions (Irwin, 2006: 315; see also Evans and Plows, 2007; Lezaun and Soneryd, 2007) .
Others, through story-telling, encourage the participation of people with socially "situated knowledges" (e.g. Scott and Du Plessis, 2008) . Engagement activities thus are framed in particular ways: they reproduce the institutional culture of those designing or implementing them (e.g. Bickerstaff et al., 2010; Braun and Schultz, 2010) .
Many of these studies explore scientific citizenship by investigating who is/isn't encouraged to speak, or how the event is organised (e.g. Irwin, 2006; Kerr et al., 2007; Felt et al., 2009) . Others examine the terms of reference of the consultation process and have found that the latter tend to lead to the dominance of those who frame risk in a narrow scientistic way, and to the exclusion of those who use broader definitions of risk that include social and cultural factors (e.g. Robins, 2001; Genus and Rogers-Hayden, 2005; Wynne, 2005; Goven, 2006; Schibeci and Harwood, 2007) .
There are also a number of studies that focus more specifically on how language can be fundamental to the construction of scientific citizenship. They argue that particular utterances can bring into being particular social relations: they can "perform" scientific citizenship. For instance, depending on how science, doctors and expectations are described in the media, the patient/scientific citizen is given a role as a passive object for medical research, a consumer of science or an active fighter against his/her disease or the medical system (Horst, 2007) . Burchell (2007) , building on Gilbert and Mulkay (1984) , also argues that scientists' language in public can serve a performative function by delegitimizing opponents, whose views are described as non-neutral and biased.
Here it is argued that Speech Act Theory (SAT) is a useful analytical tool for cPUS scholars interested in scientific citizenship. A core insight of SAT is that language serves not only to make true or false statements. Rather with language we can produce "speech acts"
and, to paraphrase Austin (1962) , we do things with words. The success of these acts does not depend on the truth content of the utterances, but on a range of other factors, related to the "total speech situation" (1962: 148-51) . This connects with the cPUS concnern with how the framing of public engagement (including through language) can perform the act of, for instance, excluding certain people from participation. In particular Butler's (1997) development of Austin's work is particularly useful here since it offers a way of examining the micro-level of language use (including in public settings), but also how this is embedded in the macro-level of social contexts (including how some voices gain legitimacy above others).
To show the potential usefulness of SAT, this paper examines how scientists talk, and how this may affect public engagement. Because science-based worldviews tend to frame public discussions about techno-science, scientists are key in science-public interactions (e.g. Nelkin, 1975; Parry, 2009; Lysaght and Kerridge, 2010) : they have high levels of recognised authority, that is high levels of "symbolic power" (Bourdieu, 1975; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992: 148) . The focus here is on how scientists in the field of stem cell research (SCR) in Australia talked about the label "therapeutic cloning" 2 whilst this technology was under moratorium there.
In what follows, section 2 discusses SAT and how it may be useful to cPUS studies.
Section 3 provides some details about the background to SCR in Australia and about the data sources drawn upon here. In Section 4, scientists in Australia are shown to problematise both words in "therapeutic cloning" during interviews. This data is then used as a context to examine the language they drew upon during the 2006 parliamentary review of stem cell legislation. The final section discusses the potential of scientists' language to enable different types of scientific citizenship. It explores how these performances of citizenship may or may not be successful, or felicitous, in practice. It argues that SAT can help identify ways of promoting science-public interactions where citizens can better voice and explore their concerns, and potentially shape regulation.
Speech acts and performances of citizenship
Speech Act Theory (SAT) makes sense of how language can change the social world. It was first described by Austin (1962) in lectures published posthumously and was subsequently codified by one of his students, Searle (e.g. 1969) . It addressed a problem faced by traditional philosophers of language who based their work on the truth conditions of statements and therefore struggled to analyse utterances such as "I bet you five dollars she'll win" or "I promise to come tomorrow" (see Levinson, 1983: 226-83; Mey, 2001: 92-126 Austin, 1962: 6-11) .
Considering the performativity of language is important for those interested in public engagement in science. Indeed, statements made during science-public encounters are not simple descriptions of reality, but can play (explicit or implicit) strategic roles (e.g. Mulkay, 1994; Parry, 2003) . Whether particular statements are accepted by others and contribute to changes in the social world (e.g. legalizing an area of research) is not determined solely by their truth content, but by other factors that SAT can help elucidate (see below). The notion of performativity has been taken up by some cPUS scholars 3 , but only in broad terms (e.g. Burchell, 2007; Horst, 2007) . It is argued here that SAT can enable a more specific approach:
it offers a precise vocabulary to talk about the transformative power of language, and enables the micro-analysis of language used in public engagement to be connected, through an examination of "felicity conditions", with different potential actions and outcomes.
According to Austin, utterance can be studied on three levels: firstly, at the level of "locutionary act" (1962: 94-8) 101-3). This separation between the three different types of speech acts is very useful.
Although it may be difficult in practice (e.g. Searle, 1968) , analytically it is possible and enables more precision: the separation gives the opportunity to specify what kinds of acts are being performed, and by whom.
In the context of public engagement, a locutionary act such as "I will help educate members of the public so that they can then enter into rational debate about these issues" can perform an illocutionary act of promising (to educate the public). It may also cause the perlocutionary act of silencing those who feel insufficiently educated. If these kinds of utterances are dominant and frame public engagement, the only scientific citizens who can easily play a role in decision-making become scientists and some highly educated publics.
The only form of participation open to other publics is to become more educated.
Importantly, these performative, unlike constatives, are not true or false, rather they are "felicitous" or "infelicitous"; that is, the effects only take place if the right conditions are present. Austin's initial list of "felicity conditions" (1962: 14-5, see also 15-38) is for very specific, ceremonial, speech acts. So when he concludes that all kinds of utterances can be performative (1962, especially 121-64 , see also Levinson, 1983: 231) , he needs broader conditions which take better account of the context of utterances --the "total speech act in the total speech situation" (1962: 148-51) . These include the authority of the speaker and the kinds of speech acts considered possible and acceptable: e.g., engagement is more easily shaped by those with recognised legitimacy and who speak in accepted ways 4 . So a key insight of Austin's work is that the use of language is never merely the expression of beliefs or a description of the world; to use language --that is to participate in discourse --is always to perform an act in a social space. Butler's reinterpretation of Austin's work is helpful to examine this in more detail. Butler (1997) analyses a variety of speech acts in practice and specifically links these to power, identities and social context. She argues for an understanding of language as able to constitute people in particular ways --for instance, hate speech can constitute people as subordinate to others. She draws on Derrida to highlight that the power (or force) of a performative does not simply emanate from the utterer and his/her intention, but from the context --meaning what is already sayable and doable (Butler, 1997: especially 51, 133) . She also draws on Bourdieu and his concept of habitus --the sets of embodied norms that are so taken-for-granted that we usually fail to realise that they shape our behaviour (Butler, 1997: 134-5; Bourdieu, 1980 Given scientists' symbolic power, but also given the transformative ideals of cPUS, it is interesting to investigate scientists' speech acts and their performative dimensions. Studies from cPUS have looked at scientists' discourses and their interpretative regularities (e.g. Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984; Mulkay, 1994; Kerr et al., 1997; Parry, 2003; Burchell, 2007 ), but do not always take into account power relations and social norms (see Gieryn, 1982) . SAT as discussed above is an analytically useful tool to further develop this work: it provides a mechanism to make sense of how scientists' utterances connect with broader social contexts and can explain how some acts are felicitous without needing to refer to truth content. In addition, by enabling a detailed understanding of the different sorts of speech acts, it not only highlights what forms of scientific citizenship these can perform, but also potential alternative ways of talking and performing citizenship. Whether the particular utterances investigated in this study succeed in changing social relations is beyond the remit of this paper as it would require following each utterance and how it is accepted or rejected by others. Nevertheless, because of the potential of these speech acts to bring about change, it is important to examine them.
Therapeutic cloning, public engagement and scientists' speech acts

Background
Australia has recently attempted to embrace more inclusive forms of public engagement. This has however been limited in practice, especially in controversial areas (e.g. Schibeci and Harwood, 2007; Katz et al., 2009) . Stem cell research (SCR) has been the source of much debate and stem cell researchers have been important stakeholders during Australian public discussions of the regulation of embryo research and cloning (e.g. Robins, 2005; Harvey, 2005; Ankeny and Dodds, 2008; Lysaght and Kerridge, 2010) . in other countries such as the UK. This permissive legislation was partly attributed to the successful severing of therapeutic from reproductive cloning (Parry, 2003) . A key strategy was to rhetorically separate the two by avoiding the term "cloning" and replacing the label "therapeutic cloning" with "somatic cell nuclear transfer" (SCNT) or "cell nuclear replacement" (CNR). Similarly, in 2004, the International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR) decided at its annual conference that "nuclear transfer" should be used in preference to "cloning". The term "therapeutic cloning" was seen as a "commercial" term with "negative connotations, "cloning" as not "accurate", and "therapeutic" as "misleading" (see ISSCR, 2004 ).
However, Kitzinger and Williams (2005: 734-5) have noted that when scientists talk in public they tend to use "therapeutic cloning" as, unlike SCNT, the label directly implies therapies. Indeed, therapeutic promise has been an important part of promoting embryonic stem cell research in general (Rubin, 2008) . During the UK debates on stem cell research, proponents of SCNT were keen to emphasise its potential therapeutic applications (Parry, 2003) , in particular the promise of creating patient-specific therapies from cloned cells.
Similarly, the therapeutic potential of cloning technologies was emphasised in Australia in the lead up to the 2002 Acts on embryo research and cloning (Harvey, 2005: 130) . It is therefore clear that choice of labels such as "therapeutic cloning" can be a key rhetorical
Interviews with scientists show that, even though their views are diverse (Davies, 2008a) , for most of them science communication or public engagement is an opportunity to educate the public (Kerr et al., 1997) . Even for the minority of scientists who see a more active role for members of the public, contributions of the latter are seen as secondary to those of scientists (Young and Matthews, 2007) and scientific knowledge is put forward as the ultimate guide and arbiter in decision-making about science (Davies, 2008b) . The dominance and widespread nature of these assumptions in interviews echoes the dominant scientistic framing of public engagement discussed above 8 . As such, it is interesting to examine how scientists talk during interviews and in more public settings, in particular since, as Michael and Brown (2000) show, scientists' accounts of engagement during interviews can constitute citizens in particular ways.
Methodology
The present analysis draws on three sets of data. One is from the semi-private 9 context of indepth semi-structured interviews with 31 scientists which took place in 2004-5 during the moratorium on therapeutic cloning. Respondents worked in a range of sub-fields within SCR,
were of different levels of seniority and were located both in academic and commercial research. They were recruited through e-mail. Some were first met at conferences but most were contacted "cold". They were identified through a combination of "purposive" and "snowball" sampling (Gobo, 2004) . No financial incentives were offered. The second and third sets of data correspond to the written submissions made to the Lockhart Review and to
Hansard transcripts of the related 2006 parliamentary debates. These data form part of a larger project examining how scientists talk about stem cell research and public engagement in the UK and Australia.
Some interviewees are the same, or work in the same institutions, as scientists who participated in the public debates. Due to the informed consent agreement negotiated with participants in this study, the public and private utterances of particular individuals cannot be directly compared. However, it is interesting to examine the overall contrasts between public and private utterances. Interviews provide space for respondents to justify particular speech acts they may choose to perform in public settings and to reflect on some of the norms that may shape their behaviour. It is not argued that the voices used during interviews are more authentic than in other settings (see Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984; Potter and Mulkay, 1985) 10 , but they provide us with interesting additional data to make sense of public utterances, in particular which kinds of speech acts are described as do-able, and which end up reproduced --or not --in public 11 .
In the next section, the first two parts examine interview data where respondents discussed the controversial labels therapeutic cloning and SCNT. Some potential speech acts based on these discussions --and which may be utilized in public --are suggested, and their performative aspects highlighted. This analysis is then used as a context for the third part which examines actual speech acts used during public discussions. Speech acts are recognised as utterances that do not just describe a situation, but do something. They are further identified by using Austin's formula: illocutions can in principle be expressed in the form "in saying x [speaker] was doing y" and perlocutions in the form "by saying x [speaker] did y" (to listener) (see 1962: 122) 12 . The conditions necessary for these speech acts to be felicitous is examined in the concluding discussion.
4. "Therapeutic cloning" or "somatic cell nuclear transfer"? The importance of labelling "Cloning": opening-up or closing down discussions?
As suggested above, "therapeutic cloning" can be a useful rhetorical tool. Interviewees repeatedly commented upon this label. Some argued that SCNT was more appropriate and accurate, others disagreed. An immunologist working with stem cells suggested that it was necessary to change the label and no longer use the word "cloning" due to its connotations: This quote is representative of many respondents. Ben was implying that "nuclear transfer" is more accurate. He specifically highlighted that this label could serve to distance this technology from reproductive cloning, thus preventing discussions from focussing on the potential "slippery slope" that some people see between therapeutic and reproductive cloning.
It also helps to obscure the origin of the cells: the word "cloning" reminds us that the cells in question come from a particular donor, whose genome is to be reproduced. By contrast, the word "nuclear transfer" associates the technique with the laboratory, severing links to the bodies of the cell/egg donors (see Parry, 2003) . The implication here is that public debates should focus on technical aspects and avoid raising all these concerns.
The label "cloning" was also seen as problematic by an adult stem cell researcher who argued that it refers to too many biological processes to be useful: Many respondents described the public as ignorant and in need of simple clear messages highlighting the promise of SCNT but not "muddying" debates --as another scientist put it --with a confusing merger with reproductive cloning. There is a concern about others, politicians here, using non-neutral emotive language to scare people.
This kind of reasoning may lead scientists to use labels such as SCNT instead of cloning in public. Then, the locutionary act of saying for example "SCNT needs to be legalised" can perform the illocutionary act of advocating an apparently non-controversial technology. It can also perform the perlocutionary act of causing others to feel unable to raise issues regarding the link between reproductive and therapeutic cloning, and the potential effects on donors' bodies. This could perform scientific citizens as people who are easily confused and swayed by terminology and who need to be given simple facts so they do not raise any misplaced concerns. The only citizens who should be involved in decision-making here are scientists and a few rational/educated others.
One informant took a different approach. Although she agreed that "cloning" is not a very accurate label for the process of nuclear transfer, she criticised the move to simply change its name:
Heidi: [People] are not against the word [cloning], they're against the technique to make children, so just because you call it nuclear transfer, they still should be against it, you're just saying they don't understand what you're talking about because nuclear transfer is meaningless. To me, that seems really stupid, why not just discuss the issue […] Heidi argued that dissociating reproductive and therapeutic cloning by name would not help resolve any difficulties. She portrayed these discursive changes as tactics to avoid difficult conversations. She suggested that it was appropriate to talk about "therapeutic cloning" and consider the issues that this label raises. She painted public engagement as an opportunity to discuss any concerns members of the public may have. If Heidi's apparent view here is reflected in public, locutionary acts such as "let's discuss the issues around cloning" will be more common. These can perform the illocutionary act of calling for discussions of concerns relating to cloning, and the perlocutionary act of causing the public to feel welcome to participate. This performs citizens as people with valid concerns that need to be further explored.
"Therapeutic" cloning? What can and can't be said in public
Despite the common focus, in public, on therapeutic applications of nuclear transfer (see above), most interviewees described this technology's main potential to lie instead in basic research. Only one highlighted the potential of SCNT in creating patient-specific organs for therapy.
Philip, working on embryonic stem cells, criticised the label "therapeutic cloning": This quote is worthy of note on three accounts. First, although Philip drew a parallel between the rhetorical manoeuvrings during the current stem cell debates and those during the 1980s, he did not portray the contemporary changes in labels as strategic. Rather, and this is the second point of note, he placed himself and other stem cell researchers as neutral and objective advice providers (Kerr et al., 1997) in search of accuracy. Third Philip, like most respondents above, constructed public discussions as fora to get simple and accurate messages across; a scientist's role is to educate.
Many other researchers in Australia articulated this view that therapeutic cloning is unlikely to directly provide therapies. For instance, Ben described it as "cumbersome", "technically very difficult and impractical" and "a hell of a trick to do". Nevertheless, several scientists wanted to push for its legalisation because it was described as needed "for the research", even if it probably would not be a useful technology in the long run. Australia. The public is described as unlikely to possess sophisticated understandings of how science operates, and in need of receiving simple messages, including promises of therapy.
Another scientist who worked with adult stem cells also argued that the value of SCNT was more likely to be for research, rather than directly for therapy. Despite this, she argued that she would highlight therapies when talking in public. Rachel articulated less discomfort than Philip with the idea of emphasizing less likely therapeutic applications to the public.
These two interviews suggest that a likely public locutionary act about SCNT might be "stem cell transfer may offer a therapy". This can perform the illocutionary act of promoting, rather than explaining, science. It can also perform the perlocutionary act of giving false hope and preventing discussions of other, potentially better, routes to therapy and of whether research tool potential is a sufficient justification for this research to proceed. If this type of utterance dominates during public engagement, the only scientific citizens whose participation would be encouraged would be scientists', and their role would be to sell their work; members of the public just need to be placated with empty promises of therapy.
By contrast, an adult stem cell researcher argued that SCNT was "not necessary" given the promises of adult stem cells and suggested highlighting this in the upcoming public discussions.
Public discussions about SCNT
The way respondents talked in interviews about therapeutic cloning and how it should be presented in public is varied. This variety is echoed during the Lockhart Review. There are however some important overall differences between the two data sets. Firstly, it seems scientists were able to focus on the research rather than therapeutic promises, despite the concerns regarding public understanding expressed above. Secondly, they did not primarily replace "therapeutic cloning" with "SCNT", despite most scientists above criticising the former label. By contrast, a stem cell company specifically highlighted that "at present the best approach to generate patient or disease-specific stem cell lines for research and therapeutic applications remains through the use of SCNT using human eggs" (submission no.104).
Similarly, a group of scientists from the Australian Stem Cell Centre highlighted the importance of SCNT in both treatment and research into a long list of diseases, adding that "SCNT also provides a potential route to generating immuno-compatible grafts for the clinical application of stem cell therapies." Nevertheless, they did strongly emphasise the research importance of these cells, as a "unique opportunity to examine such disease states" This kind of language is rare though in the context of parliamentary discussions. The overall focus was on research tool applications, which differs quite markedly from the language used publicly by scientists in the UK to promote therapeutic cloning (as a patient-specific therapy).
In terms of labels, scientists constantly switched between "SCNT" and "therapeutic cloning". This indicates that concerns expressed about the misleading nature of the label "therapeutic" were addressed by explicitly discussing research applications, instead of lesslikely direct therapeutic applications. The problematic association with reproductive cloning raised by the use of the label "therapeutic cloning" was countered by explicitly supporting a continued ban on the former practice.
During these Australian public discussions, locutionary acts similar to "It is likely that
[…] cloning research will relate to models of disease […] and that therapies are well and truly a long way off" were common. These can perform the illocutionary acts of presenting diverse potential promises of SCR and diverting the focus away from direct therapies. They can perform the perlocutionary act of causing people to talk about the role of cloning technologies in basic research. These speech acts perform scientific citizens as publics capable of supporting cloning legislation, even if there is no direct promise of therapy.
Importantly though, the target publics here are elites: they are members of parliament who will be voting on the legislation. So although this indicates a respect for non-scientists as capable scientific citizens, it is not clear that this respect would extend to other members of the public.
Based on the interview data, one could expect that most scientists' public utterances would focus on therapeutic promises and use the label SCNT. That this was not the case is interesting. It suggests that their speech acts are shaped at different levels and do not depend solely on what they put forwards as the best approach during interviews. This is further discussed below.
Discussion and conclusions: Citizenship, felicity conditions and therapeutic cloning
Multiple speech acts
The interview data here show that scientists working in SCR talked about therapeutic cloning in multiple ways. Most criticised the label "cloning" for being inaccurate and for making a link between "therapeutic" and "reproductive" cloning. Many argued that the more technical "somatic cell nuclear transfer" or "SCNT" should be used instead as it would prevent the public from becoming unduly worried. One scientist, by contrast, argued for the need to use the label that members of the public would understand (cloning), regardless of whether it may connect to controversial reproductive cloning. She argued for broader discussions with the public about their concerns. In parallel, most scientists indicated that therapeutic cloning may have more use as a research tool than directly in therapies. Some therefore criticised the use of the label "therapeutic" and suggested public debates should focus on the more promising research applications of the technology. A few scientists however discussed the need to focus on therapies in public in order to garner public support for research.
The common suggestions made during interviews regarding how one should talk about therapeutic cloning contrast with the language that was in fact used in public. Most scientists during the Lockhart Review did not avoid the label "therapeutic cloning". In addition, they did not focus their discussions (in writing or in person) on the therapeutic promises of this work, but on its research promises (there are of course a few exceptions as discussed above). This also contrasts with the usual focus on therapies during public debates in other countries highlighted in section 3.
Speech Act Theory, in particular Butler's reinterpretation of Austin's work, highlights that language choices can do things (like exclude potential participants in public engagement). It also highlights that the felicity or success of these speech acts is not connected solely to their truth content, and points instead to the importance of other factors, such as symbolic power. SAT thus enables us to analyse scientists' utterances in more depth at the micro-level by considering their potential performative aspects. It also permits these analyses to be connected to the macro-level by examining elements of the total speech situation. From this we can suggest preferable alternative speech acts and also make sense of the contrast between the public talk investigated here and other public talks as well as the interview data from this study. I now turn to this in more detail.
Felicity conditions and performances of citizenship
Based on what scientists discussed during their interviews, a number of potential locutionary acts that might be reproduced in public settings were put forward. These include "SCNT needs to be legalised", "Let's discuss the issues around cloning" and "This research will lead to therapy". Some illocutionary and perlocutionary acts these might perform were then drawn out. The former include advocating or selling therapeutic cloning, providing information and calling for inclusive discussions about public concerns; the latter include causing people to feel unable to discuss the link between therapeutic and reproductive cloning or the lack of therapeutic applications, and encouraging broad discussions about the issues surrounding this technology.
It was argued that, if these types of utterances were reproduced in public, they may encourage people to perform particular types of scientific citizens. For instance, if scientists are asked to speak in public contexts and keep repeating that "SCNT" must be legalised (rather than saying that there are issues around "therapeutic cloning" which need to be discussed), it is more difficult for a member of the public to interject, argue that SCNT is a confusing label and push for a discussion of the link between reproductive and therapeutic cloning. It is more likely that publics will take on a passive role: the technical labels help to exclude those who do not have a technical background. In the same way, putting forward an image of publics as uninformed and scientists as neutral information providers can create a reality where engagement becomes education and scientific citizens are only those who have been educated and accept a scientistic framing of the issues. By contrast, describing both publics and scientists as having relevant concerns can create a reality where engagement becomes respectful conversations between a diversity of scientific citizens who can challenge the usual scientistic framing of engagement.
Importantly, for these performatives to be "felicitous" (Austin, 1962) I have argued that the framing of public engagement tends to privilege scientistic worldviews; thus there exists an accepted set of practices whereby scientists tell others the best way to approach a scientific issue. As such, scientists by definition will have great epistemic authority; and their utterances are likely to be taken seriously.
In addition, a common and accepted role for scientists in public is to educate (e.g. Davies, 2008b) . This explains why many scientists in this study portrayed themselves as providers of clear simple technical information (cf. Kerr et al., 1997) and made calls for education. It also means that taking on this role in public will be accepted as normal: seeing scientists as objective educators forms part of our habitual ways of thinking, and scientists are very much encultured to see themselves as such. This explains the evidence here that the deficit model of public understanding of science shapes many of these utterances. Most interviewees expressed the desire to simplify or clarify debates so that the public can better understand the facts, and not have irrational reactions. Few of them argued in favour of listening to other valid forms of understanding (similar to Davies, 2008a; Parry, 2009) . So these scientists are not inventing the deficit model; they are replicating conventional ways of talking and doing (Wright and Nerlich, 2006 ; see also Kerr et al., 2007 ) . However, a corollary to this is that scientists who leave their conventional role of neutral information providers risk their symbolic power. The status they gain by fitting their conventional role can be lost if they are perceived to take on a different one. To draw on a different example, scientists who want to effectively promote an area of research may need to rigorously maintain their non-partisan/rational stance and ways of talking. This echoes Lysaght and Kerridge's (2010) argument that being able to describe one's claims as "scientific" and "value-neutral" is an important rhetorical strategy to improve one's epistemological, but also moral authority. It indicates that scientists can make the authority they have in the scientific field relevant to the public engagement field, but they must be careful to maintain their expected role. In parallel, they must avoid being seen as acting in a strategic way: this can be more damaging to scientists --because of their traditional role as neutral information-providers --than other groups such as politicians. These struggles resemble those encountered by AIDS treatment activists attempting to transfer their authority between different fields (Epstein, 1996) . This situation helps us make sense of the difficulty many scientists had with the idea of promoting areas of SCR by using language in explicit strategic ways (e.g. Philip).
The total speech situation does not only include the speaker and their symbolic power.
The uptake of the message by listeners and the success of the speech acts will also depend on other social contexts. These can be particularly important here in explaining the apparent disconnect between the public talk that took place, and what might have been expected based on the interview data and on other public discussions. For instance, a crucial element of the total speech situation here is that, by the time of the Lockhart Review, several years had passed since the early promises regarding the therapeutic potential of cloning. In addition, these public discussions took place immediately after the initial claims by a laboratory in South Korea to have successfully derived patient specific cell lines were shown to be fraudulent (see Augoustinos et al., 2009 for an analysis of how this impacted on discussions in the media and the scientific community). So continuing to make wide-ranging claims about therapies when listeners know that these do not yet exist is difficult; in this changed context, the speech act of promising cures is no longer as doable and sayable (Butler, 1997) as previously (cf. Rubin, 2008) and performing it anyway risks making the speaker loose the epistemic authority that derives from being seen as neutral and objective.
In addition, there had been a shift in the public debate in Australia. The Lockhart Review took for granted that research on embryos should continue and it was constrained to focussing on how the economic and scientific development of Australia could be encouraged "by suggesting that restrictions be lessened and regulatory control be streamlined" (Harvey, 2008: 39) . Thus the whole future of these scientists' field was not in jeopardy, as it may have seemed in the 2002 debates. As such there was no need to make extreme promises. This suggests the importance of considering whether a technology is emerging or established (see Brown and Michael, 2003) in shaping scientists' speech acts and their felicity (see also Burchell, 2007 who reminds us that scientists' language is shaped by the level of controversy surrounding the area they are talking about). This can also help explain why in Australia most interviewees found therapeutic cloning worth talking about. This contrasts to interviews undertaken in the UK at a similar date and where the change of labelling suggested by the ISSCR was not raised, presumably because the technology was already legalised (Marks, 2008) . These examples illustrate how scientists' talk is influenced by national policy and international as well as local social and scientific contexts.
Transformative speech acts and further research
The main focus of Australian public debates in 2006 was not on distant therapeutic promises, and the language used did not draw predominantly on technical labels that can mask ethical and social issues. SAT, by embedding utterances in broader social contexts can contribute towards a better understanding of this. In addition, it can help us find ways of fostering conversations where different parties feel they can speak openly, even when the future of a field may be under threat. I suggest that speakers with symbolic power recognised in the field of public engagement in science --such as scientists --can play a key part: they can take on a non-conventional role, advocate further public participation and challenge common scientistic framings of engagement.
The focus of this work on scientists should not lead us to overlook others however, especially those that may have felt excluded from these elitist parliamentary debates, which focussed on "technical", rather than "ethical" aspects of SCR (Harvey, 2008 ) --that is, scientists' specialty. Further work should also explore in more detail how particular utterances and labels are accepted or challenged, and whether they do bring about tangible changes in the social world. It could additionally investigate how these speech acts and performances of citizenship fit into broader models of democracy and how they are shaped by public relations officers and other professional science communicators. It might also examine how the speech acts of particular individuals change in different temporal, geographical and social settings.
